
Collect structured vendor 
information, provide an easy 

online experience for your 
evaluators, and ensure fully-

optimized decisions with Bonfire’s 
powerful evaluation tools.

Centralize your entire sourcing 
process online — including price 

and qualitative evaluations —  
for smoother collaboration, 

greater efficiency, and  
instant auditability.  

With your procurement data in 
real-time visual dashboards,  

you can easily monitor 
workload, see projects in  

your pipeline, and report on  
key metrics.

Flexible bid and  
RFx workflows

Industry-leading 
online evaluation

Visual data  
and reporting

Bonfire eSourcing
Bonfire eSourcing is a cloud-based sourcing solution that 
digitizes more of the sourcing workflow than ever before, 
empowering teams to run more projects, save more money,  
and drive better outcomes. 

DATASHEET

Easy-to-launch and easy-to-use 

Clients are up-and-running within weeks, with no IT resources required. Bonfire’s 

client support team is here to support all users, including vendors and evaluators.

http://www.gobonfire.com


GoBonfire.com
1-800-354-8010  |  Hello@GoBonfire.com

See Bonfire in action. 
Call us today to request a demo.

Close the loop on your  
sourcing decisions

The full Strategic Sourcing Platform includes 

additional purpose-built tools to enhance your 

online evaluation process, unlock more time 

savings, and put more of your active spend  

under management.

Prepare, Solicit, and Receive Proposals Compare Proposals and Tabulate Scores 

• Create projects, customize set-up, and collect  
 the right vendor information  

• Enforce declarations or mandatory terms  
 and conditions for vendors

• Match and invite vendors, then manage  
 communication and Q&A 

• Vendor-friendly online portal: average eight  
 minutes to complete a submission

• Create custom weighted scoring criteria to balance the  
 price and non-price factors in your decision

• Simple interface for evaluators to log in and  
 complete scoring

• Evaluation groups to separate and send related  
 evaluation documents and scorecards only to  
 relevant stakeholders

• Automatic score tabulation and consensus reporting

Analyze and Evaluate Proposals

Questionnaires
Collect and effortlessly aggregate 
vendor data for contextual side-by-
side comparison and auto-scoring.

BidTables
Filter supplier data, rank price, sort 
items, and perform what-if analyses 
to optimize vendor award.

Reverse Auctions
Encourage price competition between 
shortlisted suppliers with real-time 
bidding during a defined bidding period.

Multi-Category Decisions
Create parent and child projects to 
make multiple awards across  
separate locations or categories.

Insights
View KPIs and dashboards, 
including cost management, team 
performance, and cycle times.
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